
 

Altizon Continues to Expand Partner Ecosystem to 
Support Customer Success in IoT 

Altizon, a pioneer in Industrial Internet of Things today announced that it continued to rapidly expand 
its partner ecosystem for IoT with a strategic collaboration with Altimetrik.  

With a rapidly growing portfolio of partners for Datonis, the flagship Industrial IoT Platform of Altizon, 
that serves over 100 global enterprises, customers can have access to an ever increasing number of 
partners on both hardware as well as application side to enhance the ROI of their IoT investments and 
avail cutting edge technologies for their implementations. Customers can now choose from a large 
number of partners who can help them implement an Industrial IoT solution in record time and at a 
lower cost. 

Altimetrik will be instrumental in applying the potential of Datonis in various enterprise scenarios 
across industries. Their strength lies in bringing together aspects of business & technology consulting, 
physical product engineering capabilities, multi-faceted ecosystem and pioneering experience of 
implementing IoT for global manufacturing players   

Sidharth Sujir, VP Partnerships, Altizon said” The growth of partner ecosystem cements our faith in 
not just our own value proposition, but also emphasizes the trust of reputed Industry players in the 
vision of IoT to transform the way manufacturing works.  We are committed to working closely with 
our partner community of system integrators and independent software vendors to offer our 
customers the services and applications they need for greater productivity & Effectiveness and 
maximize the true potential of IoT for manufacturing.”  

“We are happy to partner with innovative IoT platform providers such as Altizon in our journey towards 
building cross-industry connected solutions in both, domestic and international markets. Having 
worked with several global enterprises, Altimetrik is proud to be leveraging and implementing 
emerging technologies such as IoT to help businesses solve problems of today and create newer 
possibilities for tomorrow” says Giridhara Madakashira, Chief Information Officer, Altimetrik.  

About Altizon 

Altizon is the world’s first Industrial Internet Platform company focused on making Enterprises 
Internet of Things(IoT) ready. Altizon’s flagship product, the Datonis® IoT Platform, helps enterprises 
build IoT products and solutions in weeks by providing device connectivity kits, a device management 
layer, a highly-scalable, real-time, big-data analytics engine and alerting and monitoring services. 
Enterprises use Datonis® for driving Condition Monitoring, Predictive Analytics and Machine Learning 
solutions. Learn more at http://www.altizon.com  

About Altimetrik 

Altimetrik is a business transformation and technology solutions partner to global enterprise 
customers covering three global mega trends of modernization — Digital, Connected Solutions & 
Consumer Technologies. Additional information can be found at Altimetrik 
(http://www.altimetrik.com/)  

For more information, contact: 

Aparna Kulkarni: Aparna_kulkarni@altizon.com 

Disclaimer: All the brand names, logos and trademarks used herein remain the property of their 
respective owners. All rights reserved. 


